
In operation at
Geiger Unternehmensgruppe’s quarry 
in Wertach im Allgäu, Germany

Job Report: the 50,000th Liebherr Wheel Loader

L 566  



Situation
With 2,000 employees across 50 sites, the Geiger Unter-
nehmensgruppe provides construction, renovation and refuse 
disposal services for customers from the infrastructure, real 
estate and environmental services sectors. As a result of 
decades of cooperation with Liebherr and positive experiences 
with its machines, the 50,000th Liebherr wheel loader was 
designed in collaboration with Geiger Unternehmensgruppe. 
The 50,000th wheel loader was handed over to the Geiger 
Unternehmensgruppe on 11 April 2017 at Liebherr-Werk 
Bischofshofen GmbH. To mark this anniversary, Liebherr 
provided the emission standards Stage IV / Tier 4f compliant 
L 566 XPower® unit with special paintwork, a combination of 
gold and Geiger’s trademark colours. 

Task
The 50,000th Liebherr wheel loader is operated in Geiger 
Unternehmensgruppe's own quarry in Wertach im Allgäu, 
Southern Germany. The quarry processes armour stones used 
in gardening and landscaping but also in slope stabilisation 
and stream and river flow regulation works. The anniversary 
wheel loader is used to supply material to the massive armour 
stone screening plant and to empty the material storage boxes. 
In addition, the wheel loader is used to transport material within 
the quarry and for loading trucks and dumpers. On a daily 
basis the anniversary wheel loader covers a distance of 50 to 
200 metres and moves 1,000 to 1,500 tonnes of material in the 
quarry. 
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Liebherr-Werk Bischofshofen GmbH
Postfach 49, A-5500 Bischofshofen
 +43 50809 1-0, Fax +43 50809 11385
www.liebherr.com, E-Mail: info.lbh@liebherr.com
www.facebook.com/LiebherrConstruction

Technical Data
Operating weight 26,000 kg
Tipping load, articulated 15,300 kg
Engine output (ISO 14396) 200 kW / 272 HP

Bucket capacity 4.0 m3

Fuel consumption 10 litres / hour
Tyres Michelin XLD D2A L5 26.5R25EM

Solution
Working in quarries requires a wheel loader to be extremely 
robust and powerful to withstand tough operating conditions 
and considerable loads placed on it. The anniversary Liebherr 
wheel loader in the Wertach quarry attracts attention for 
its design but even more so for its innovative technology.  
XPower® denotes the overall innovative machine concept of the 
latest range of Liebherr large wheel loaders, which combine 
efficiency, power, robustness and comfort. To Raphael Müller, 
Operations Manager of Geiger Unternehmensgruppe’s 
construction materials division, the main benefits of XPower® 
wheel loaders lie in their reliability, fuel efficiency and user-
friendly design. The anniversary machine has an average 
fuel consumption of approx. 10 litres per hour of operation. 
Equipped with the Liebherr-Power-Efficiency (LPE) system, the 
power-split Liebherr-XPower driveline enables fuel consumption 
to be reduced by up to 30 per cent when compared to wheel 
loaders of the same size supplied by other manufacturers. 
The reinforced lift arm of the L 566 XPower® wheel loader is 
perfectly suited to work in the quarry. Even under the toughest 
of operating conditions, Liebherr wheel loaders satisfy the 
highest quality standards thanks to their robust components. 
What’s more, their simple and safe operation makes the 
XPower® wheel loaders particularly user-friendly. The state-
of-the-art design of the cab is optimally tailored to the daily 
requirements of operators and ensures a comfortable driving 
experience. The large glazed surfaces of the cab provide 
ultimate all-round visibility of the work equipment and the 
working area, which is a particular advantage in confined 
working conditions in quarries. 

The 50,000th Liebherr wheel loader is the centre of attention at the 
quarry.

The anniversary wheel loader moves 1,000 to 1,500 tonnes of armour 
stones on a daily basis.


